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half, Jamaica’s education system has undergone several

by the Education Sector Plan of ‘Vision 2030: National Development Plan Jamaica’,
an ambitious multifaceted program of activities and initiatives aimed at charting Jamaica’s
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consisting of ‘all the activities of cooperation, negotiation and conflict in the use, prod
through the distribution of private and public power’ (Leftwich, 2006, p.
‘education is intertwined with the nation’s economic necess
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system’ (p. 80). These reforms have been followed by several others, introduced by successive
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what Ball (2011) describes as a ‘new moral environment’ (p. 45).
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. (2014) highlight, ‘
litical processes and practices’
and uncertainty in a school’s internal environment.
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economic growth’. Furthermore, professionals, including
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experience. The four Jamaican principals have 18 years’ leadership experience between the
years’ leadership experience between them or an individual average of 8.6 years.

Miller’s (2016, p.

providing them an education ‘prescribed’ by government
ged on students who receive governments’ ‘prescribed’ education.

From the interview data, four key findings related to principals’ interaction with national
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’
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Multiple reforms are taking place in Jamaica’s educational system at the

still, ‘to catch their breath’; to internalise a policy before another one is

to fit our context. We are committed to the ‘Every child must learn’ agenda but

expenses let alone ‘extras’. Whereas policy requirements may be the same for
–

for their school’s context.

and for this year, this is everybody’s mission. The government want schools to
focus on ‘healthy eating’, but as a school, we feel we cannot jump on that band
’
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’
pect compliance simply because ‘
’
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… it’s more about getting students
‘work ready’, even if they have only limited social skills and limited

‘what’ and the ‘how’ of schooling. Despite this understanding however, multiple tensions

government policies do not make space for the ‘on the ground realities’ (Ball et al

‘whirlwind’ and a ‘flurry’ of
policies that sometimes make it difficult to ‘catch my breath’ or to ‘make sense of my identity’.

will ‘let up’ any time soon. Whereas a national policy context exists for establishing and

society’s economic growth and

Government
(policy owners and narrators)

Teachers
(Mechanics)

Policies
(fuel; road map)

Economic development and
growth (outcomes)

Students (different
parts of the motor)
Technocrats
(policy dispensers)

Principals (drivers)

Education
(tools; engine)

Assumptions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Government policies in education are directed towards achieving economic growth and development
Technocrats ‘push’ government policies on to principals/ schools
Teachers prepare students to contribute to economic development and growth through schooling
Students equipped with education contribute to economic development
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describes this relationship as a ‘game …
. controlled the leadership of schools’ (p.
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These arguments bring to light some ‘theoretical and perspectival and ethical challe
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education is steadily leading to ‘the cultural re
embedding of performativity in the leaders’ soul’ (p.

deliver or otherwise experience them. In England for example, ‘Since the 1988 Education
centralisation’ (Rayner, 2014,
diversity (Bottery, 2007). As Thomson (2010) provides, ‘Over less than a decade, English

could be done’ (p.

r national development. A principal’s effectiveness is a
‘Situated Leadership’
effective school leadership is ‘
’

much as principals are the ‘drivers’
in relation to their school’s context, their vision for the school, the resources available to the
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opment of respect for the child’

Education adds to a country’s ec

16) notes, ‘Human capital is
economic growth’. As the skills of a

provides that ‘Education is critical for
… education contributes to the accumulation of
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nd sustained economic growth’ (p.
‘The main engine of growth is the accumulation of human
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is differences in human capital’ (p.

by national policy objectives, a country’s journey to national economic development starts at
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their schools’ context and for which they had

appear to be caught in a ‘
rship practice’ (Addison, 2009, p. 335), and where they must learn a set of rules
‘couched in economic language and with frequent intervention, or interference, from those
beyond education’ (Eacott, 2011, p.
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